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SHURE MV51 USB Microphone A USB microphone that easily connects to most computers for 
podcasting, voice-over recording and Zoom meetings 

SONY Bluetooth Mic Set A bluetooth lapel microphone kit that connects to a video 
camera or DSLR for recording audio  in video recordings

SHURE MV5 USB Mic A USB tabletop microphone that easily connects to most 
computers or phones

RODE Shotgun Mic A microphone that can attach to a video camer or DSLR, good 
for picking up longer-range and  ambient sound

Shure MV88+ Smartphone Microphone A high-quality microphone that attaches direclty to smart 
devices designed to capture high-quality audio recording

RICOH 360 3D Microphone Contains four directional microphones to capture high quality 
360 degree audio

Rode smart+Lav Microphone
A TRRS lapel microphone designed to deliver high-quality audio 
recording. Compatible only with smart devices such as iPhone 
and Android.

RODE Wireless Lapel Mic
An advanced wireless lapel microphone kit that connects to a 
video camera or DSLR for recording high-quality audio in video 
recordings

RODE Wirless Go A compact wireless microphone system designed for on-the-go 
ease of use to record high quality audio

RODE Lavalier Go A TRS lapel microphone compatible with most recording 
devices desgned to deliver high-quality audio recording

SAMSON USB Lav mic A USB wireless lapel kit kit that easily connects to a computer 
for use in Zoom meetings or other software-based audio needs

Audio Recorders ZOOM H1 Audio Recorder A portable, hand-held digital audio recorder that can be used to 
record audio interiews, podcasts, and field sound

Logitec Webcam A small portable webcam good for at-home video recordings, 
Zoom meetings, or mini lectures 

RICOH 360 Camera A small 360° camera, great for capturing one's complete 
surroundings

GoPro Hero 8 Video Camera A small, waterproof video camera with three levels of 
stabilization for the smoothest video

BRINNO TLC2000 Time Lapse Camera Capture modes include time lapse, step video, stop motion and 
still photo in this small video camera

DJI Osmo Pocket Gimbal Video Camera Small, handheld gimbal stabilized video camera

AVer U50 Document Camera Captues high quality document images and records live video 
and audio

CANON HFR800 Video Camera An easy-to-use video camera that can create high-definition 
video recordings

CANON T7i DSLR Camera A high-end photography camera great for portraits, high-
resolution images, and short video recordings

Cameras

Microphones
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JOBY Gorillapod Tripod A tripod with posable limbs that can hold onto non-standard 
spaces (tree branches, chairs, etc.)

SHURE XLR to USB Adapter An adaptor that allows you to connect a professional XLR 
microphone to a computer via USB

DJI Osmo Mobile 3 Smartphone Gimbal A smartphone camera gimbal allows you to capture smooth and 
stable hand-held motion video recordings 

WACOM One Drawing Tablet A drawing tablet that allows you to draw by hand and capture 
that image in digital form

Velbon Tripod A standard camera tripod that stablizes video cameras and 
DSLR cameras 

RODE Boompole A professional telescoping pole that holds a microphone for 
recording high-quality audio for video productions

RODE TRS to TRRS Adapter An adaptor to connect smartphone-specific microphones to 
standard video cameras, audio recorders, and DLSRs

ANCHOR GG2-U2 PA System Set
A portable sound system with bluetooth and dual wireless mic 
reciever equiped with a bodypack transmitter, a headset, lapel 
and handheld microphones  

BenQ TH585 Projector A projector with high picture quality even in daylight

GoPro Chestmount Lightweight straps allowing for easy to capture hands-free 
shots from your chest for POV footage

JOBY GripTight Mount PRO A smartphone camera mount that connects any video phone to 
a tripod for capturing smooth motion from your phone

MAGNUS DWF 2 Dolly A simple, universal way to put a tripod on wheels to steer along 
any line to capture a tracking shot

RODE TRRS Extension Cable A cable that can extend the capture range of microphones 
designed for use with smart devices

Accessories
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